Introducing DUNE: DigitalUNE
Our new online institutional repository

DUNE:DigitalUNE has been created to collect, preserve, and provide access to UNE’s scholarly and creative works and unique resources. You’ll find UNE student research and projects, Center for Excellence in Interprofessional Education content, Library Special Collections and, soon, a Faculty Works section.

Why? DUNE links you directly to the scholarly and creative works and unique resources of the UNE community. The site is search-engine optimized, so DUNE’s contents will rank at the top of results lists in search engines like Google.

What? Current contents include student theses and projects, Library special collections items such as digitized yearbooks, and Center for Excellence in Interprofessional Education materials. Faculty works will soon be included and highlighted. The possibilities for content are endless. Search content by subject, author or keyword, or browse by category (student works, faculty works, departments, colleges, centers, etc.).

Who? UNE community members are eligible to place their work in DUNE. Works are placed with their creator’s permission and are highly discoverable, with a permanent place on the internet and a stable URL.

Where? Link to DUNE from the front page of UNE Library Services website on left menu or from the Databases by Title link. The direct URL is http://dune.une.edu

How? Contact Bethany Kenyon at x4325 or email DUNE@une.edu with questions or suggestions for DUNE content.

Why put your work on DUNE: DigitalUNE?
• More people will see it - it’s discoverable, open access, and search-engine optimized.
• You know how many people see it - you get statistics when your work is accessed.
• Your work has a permanent access point.
• You choose what to place in DUNE.
• It puts your work in context with the UNE community.
• It’s free and managed by UNE Library Services - we can help you.

Tower 1953 - yearbook of Westbrook Junior College (that became UNE Portland Campus).

Check out the “Fun With The Frosh” page!

To see this and other vintage yearbook photos, click the DUNE link on the library website and navigate to the Westbrook College History Collection.
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